Kirigami and the Caspar-Klug construction for viral shells with negative Gauss curvature.
In this work we extend the Caspar-Klug construction to the archaeal viruses, which in recent years have captured the attention of many researchers for their ability to thrive in extreme environments. We assume that the shells of archaeal viruses are composed of hexamers and pentamers-as is true for icosahedral viruses-together with heptamers, necessary to introduce negative Gauss curvature. Following the original work of Caspar and Klug, we first construct models capable of reproducing the shape observed in electron microscopy images of archaeal viruses. Next, using the technique of kirigami, we present a systematic way to formulate archaeal virus templates from regular hexagonal lattices. Finally, we utilize the presented techniques to build finite element models of archaeal virus geometries and investigate their shapes as a function of material properties. In particular, using thin-shell elasticity theory, we describe a buckling transition as a function of a modified Föppl-von Kármán number γ^{★} and we show how changes in γ^{★} may initiate the tail formation in the Acidianus two-tailed archaeal virus.